username

date

time

donalynbooks

8/4/2011

7:59 AM

cmslibrarylady

8/4/2011

6:37 AM

mcdatstrath

8/4/2011

5:54 AM

digitalversion

8/4/2011

3:31 AM

kovar5

8/4/2011

1:02 AM

csime28

8/4/2011 12:18 AM

kelleemoye

8/3/2011 11:57 PM

CathyMere
jamilla7672

8/3/2011 11:07 PM
8/3/2011 10:29 PM

kelleemoye
jennann516

8/3/2011 10:27 PM
8/3/2011 10:27 PM

akgal68

8/3/2011 10:25 PM

PatriciaPost

8/3/2011 10:25 PM

MrSchuReads

8/3/2011 10:24 PM

jamilla7672

8/3/2011 10:23 PM

MrSchuReads

8/3/2011 10:22 PM

colbysharp

8/3/2011 10:21 PM

status
RT @MrSchuReads: You can nominate your favorite book trailer to SLJ's Trailee Awards. I'm one of the
judges. http://tinyurl.com/3vz8xre #rwworkshop
RT @MrSchuReads: RT @kelleemoye: Check it out- it is a great resource for either workshop that you
do. http://teachmentortexts.com #rwworkshop
RT @MrSchuReads: RT @jennann516: I got this link from @donalynbooks the other day. A great
resource for book trailers! http://bit.ly/faBGhY #rwworkshop
RT @MrSchuReads: RT @kelleemoye: Check it out- it is a great resource for either workshop that you
do. http://teachmentortexts.com #rwworkshop
RT @MrSchuReads: RT @kelleemoye: Check it out- it is a great resource for either workshop that you
do. http://teachmentortexts.com #rwworkshop
RT @MrSchuReads: RT @jennann516: I got this link from @donalynbooks the other day. A great
resource for book trailers! http://bit.ly/faBGhY #rwworkshop
@CathyMere #rwworkshop hasn't been going on very long. Basically it is a chat about reading and
writing workshop ... http://tmi.me/dWIRN
@kelleemoye How did I just realize this has been going on? http://t.co/7TV1YFe #rwworkshop Can
you tell me a bit abt it? Thanks!
@kelleemoye thank you so much. #rwworkshop
I hope you all enjoyed the chat tonight! I'm glad that you could join in! I have to go, but the prof
development never ends :) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Thanks so much for hosting the #rwworkshop chat!
RT @MrSchuReads: You can nominate your favorite book trailer to SLJ's Trailee Awards. I'm one of the
judges. http://tinyurl.com/3vz8xre #rwworkshop
RT @MrSchuReads: You can nominate your favorite book trailer to SLJ's Trailee Awards. I'm one of the
judges. http://tinyurl.com/3vz8xre #rwworkshop
RT @jennann516: I got this link from @donalynbooks the other day. A great resource for book trailers!
http://bit.ly/faBGhY #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @jamilla7672 booktalks as soon as they finish a book. 4 a marking period. same with
reviews. more if they choose too #rwworkshop
You can nominate your favorite book trailer to SLJ's Trailee Awards. I'm one of the judges.
http://tinyurl.com/3vz8xre #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Check it out- it is a great resource for either workshop that you do.
http://teachmentortexts.com #rwworkshop

bgail59
kelleemoye

RT @kelleemoye: Check it out- it is a great resource for either workshop that you do.
8/3/2011 10:20 PM http://teachmentortexts.com #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:20 PM @kelleemoye this sounds great #rwworkshop
Now, you all can keep chatting, but I unfortunately have to go. I'll archive the chat later :)
8/3/2011 10:20 PM http://rwworkshop.wikispaces.com/ #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter My students have used iMovie and Animoto to create book trailers. Animoto is very
8/3/2011 10:19 PM easy to use. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:19 PM @kelleemoye book trailers were fun. Took longed than expected #rwworkshop
Check it out- it is a great resource for either workshop that you do. http://teachmentortexts.com
8/3/2011 10:18 PM #rwworkshop
One last thing before I go- I just joined a blog http://teachmentortexts.com that shows mentor texts
8/3/2011 10:18 PM for reading and writing. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye We got the book "Acts of Teaching: How to Teach Writing" by Joyce Armstrong Carroll
8/3/2011 10:17 PM and Edward Wilson. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:17 PM @jennann516 Wow- what a great training! #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:16 PM @hale27storm And how'd it go? Students enjoy it? Worth it? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye The writing was a 12 day training, and we were the students the whole time, going
8/3/2011 10:16 PM through the writing process. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:16 PM @kelleemoye I did book reviews and book trailers this year #rwworkshop
Want to connect books with work in the field at local natural areas- use video of those fieldtrips as
8/3/2011 10:15 PM part of the book trailers. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:15 PM @jennann516 Sounds like it! #rwworkshop

jennann516
jennann516

8/3/2011 10:15 PM @kelleemoye Abydos took over the New Jersey Writing Project. It. was. amazing. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:13 PM @CoachAllam That's a great idea! Who would contribute reviews? #rwworkshop

kelleemoye

8/3/2011 10:13 PM @jamilla7672 How often do you have students do reviews and/or book talks? #rwworkshop
@CoachAllam We have to do fiction, expository, drama, poetry, bio/autobio/memoir for district.
8/3/2011 10:12 PM #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:12 PM @jennann516 @donalynbooks Just put link in my Live Binder! #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:12 PM @jennann516 I saved that one as well- a great resource! #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:11 PM @bgail59 Love @mrschureads's blog! #rwworkshop
RT @CoachAllam: I want to start a wiki for the library w/ book reviews of books. Then you could QR
8/3/2011 10:11 PM code the books to the reviews #rwworkshop

MrSchuReads
jamilla7672
kelleemoye
MrSchuReads
hale27storm
kelleemoye
kelleemoye
jennann516
kelleemoye
kelleemoye
jennann516
hale27storm

jennann516
ShellyMSims
kelleemoye
kelleemoye
kelleemoye

kelleemoye

I got this link from @donalynbooks the other day. A great resource for book trailers!
8/3/2011 10:10 PM http://bit.ly/faBGhY #rwworkshop
Lots of examples of book trailers (and other fabulous book stuff) here:
8/3/2011 10:10 PM http://mrschureads.blogspot.com/ #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:10 PM I love the blogging idea! #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:10 PM RT @justkeepreading: And some write guest reviews for my blog. #rwworkshop
RT @justkeepreading: For the last 2 yrs I've had students make book trailers at the end of the year.
8/3/2011 10:09 PM #rwworkshop
Book chats/commercials are fun! I do many of them for time's sake (when only have a 45 minute
8/3/2011 10:09 PM class), but students also do. #rwworkshop
RT @CORPUSBOOKWORM: We had to do book collages because I worked at an Alternative school
8/3/2011 10:09 PM with limited resources. #rwworkshop
RT @CORPUSBOOKWORM: When I taught, I would teach them how to do a review. It was fun.
8/3/2011 10:09 PM #rwworkshop

wclodfelter
kelleemoye
bgail59

8/3/2011 10:08 PM @kelleemoye I want to use iMovie this year for book trailers but I've never done it. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:08 PM @jennann516 Me too! It'll be so much fun! #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:07 PM We tried some book trailers. It's in my plan for this year but need to do it differently.

jennann516
CoachAllam
kelleemoye

8/3/2011 10:07 PM I want to have them make a book trailer through Animoto. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:07 PM @jennann516 What are the different genres you focus on? #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:06 PM Does anyone have students do book commercials and/or book reviews? #rwworkshop

jennann516

8/3/2011 10:05 PM @kelleemoye I got the sentence starters from my Abydos training this summer. #rwworkshop
@CoachAllam When I finish a good book, I want to talk about it...I want to provide them a way to do
8/3/2011 10:05 PM the same :) #rwworkshop
@CoachAllam Great idea! We're using 1-pagers in place of Reading Counts if the students choose it.
8/3/2011 10:04 PM Wonderful alternative! #rwworkshop
@CoachAllam I want them to TALK about their rdng! Everyone is reading something diff...but what do
8/3/2011 10:04 PM the books have in common? #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:03 PM We are going to use @KellyGToGo one-pagers to start student conferences #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @ShellyMSims Yes! - and many are so literal until we change the way they interact with
8/3/2011 10:03 PM reading. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:02 PM @jennann516 The new department I am in uses CHAMPs as well :) #rwworkshop

jennann516
bgail59
ShellyMSims
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kelleemoye
ShellyMSims
kelleemoye

jennann516
kelleemoye
jennann516
CoachAllam
ShellyMSims
kelleemoye

jennann516

@kelleemoye Also for routines, we use CHAMPs to set behavior expectations, so we could CHAMP and
8/3/2011 10:01 PM review the expectations. #rwworkshop
@ShellyMSims It is only through these discussions that we can understand the thinking of our
8/3/2011 10:01 PM students. #rwworkshop
8/3/2011 10:00 PM @jennann516 Where do you get your sentence starters for discussion? #rwworkshop
I have a digital file of the "Say Something" cards that I can email if you DM me your email!
8/3/2011 10:00 PM #rwworkshop They're great!
Try to question students in a way that may challenge them or change the way they think of a
8/3/2011 10:00 PM character/theme/setting etc #rwworkshop
@CoachAllam @kelleemoye I'm going to make "Say Something" cards for each student, which provide
8/3/2011 10:00 PM sentence starts for disc. #rwworkshop
I conference with students about their reading. I want to know whether interactions are surface or
8/3/2011 9:59 PM deep. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @CoachAllam @wclodfelter Role play for sure. I'm starting with a "fishbowl
8/3/2011 9:59 PM conference" where students watch first. #rwworkshop
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9:58 PM @jennann516 @CoachAllam Help connect the theme to their independent reading. #rwworkshop
@jennann516 @CoachAllam If I do peer conferences, the conferences would be focused around the
9:58 PM theme of our unit. #rwworkshop
@CoachAllam Each 6 weeks is a different genre. My reading modeling/booktalks will be in the genre
9:57 PM we're supposed to write. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @jennann516 Role play at the beginning may be a good way to show what a good peer
9:56 PM conference looks like. #rwworkshop
@jennann516 What is your goal for the student conferences? What do you want them to discuss?
9:56 PM #rwworkshop
@CoachAllam My district says we should take 1 piece of writing through process each 6 weeks.
9:56 PM #rwworkshop
My conf card would have them fill in who they conf w/, title of book, what was discussed
9:54 PM #rwworkshop
@jennann516 How do you set routines for peer conferences? Worried about doing them in middle
9:54 PM school... #rwworkshop
9:53 PM @kelleemoye Yes. I'm thinking about 3 peer conf per 6 weeks? #rwworkshop
9:53 PM @jennann516 I really like the conference table idea! #rwworkshop

jennann516

8/3/2011

9:53 PM Laura Robb's "Differentiating Reading Instruction" is a great resource as well. #rwworkshop
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bgail59

8/3/2011

jennann516

8/3/2011
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wclodfelter

8/3/2011
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jennann516

8/3/2011
8/3/2011

9:52 PM @bgail59 Make haste slowly (I have to repeat that to myself on a daily basis)! #rwworkshop
@bgail59 That's what I worry about this year that setting the routines will seem like it takes FOREVER.
9:52 PM But it is worth it..... #rwworkshop
9:52 PM I think Katie Wood Ray has a conference card...or sheet #rwworkshop
9:51 PM @jennann516 So you peer conference? #rwworkshop
9:51 PM @jennann516 Smart. I will definitely implement a conference table. #rwworkshop
9:51 PM How many process pieces do you produce a semester in #rwworkshop ?
It's hard to take the time to set those routines. I have to keep reminding myself it's time well spent.
9:51 PM Then review, review. #rwworkshop
I want to come up with a "Conference Card" where they write down who they conf w/ and what was
9:51 PM discussed for accountability. #rwworkshop
I have a small table designated for students where they can conf together. No talking unless at the
9:50 PM table. #rwworkshop
Some favorite authors: Jane Yolen, Cynthia Rylant, Patricia Polacco, Steve Jenkins, Patricia MacLachlan,
9:50 PM Jon Scieszka #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter Could always confer 2-3 days a week and read the others. (Would depend on the size of
9:49 PM the class...) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I haven't found a good time other than reading. I'm hoping to just start earlier this year
9:49 PM and build a good routine. #rwworkshop
@bgail59 @wclodfelter Students will collab with setting up guidelines for what it looks/sounds like
9:48 PM while I'm conf'ing. #rwworkshop
9:47 PM @CoachAllam You should join our #rwworkshop talk!

ShellyMSims

8/3/2011

9:47 PM Great mentor text site for writing that I also modify and use for RW is http://writingfix.com/

kelleemoye

8/3/2011

jennann516

8/3/2011

bgail59

8/3/2011

@wclodfelter I have thought about that too. But when else can you confer if not during reading time?
9:47 PM #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter My students do the same! I'll start out reading with them, then set up guidelines for
9:46 PM when I'm conf. #rwworkshop
I'll have my old kindergartners in 4th/5th this year. Plan to use our old picture book faves from
9:46 PM kindergarten where I can. #rwworkshop

@jennann516 I'm trying to catch up on my picture book reading so I can use more for anchors.
9:46 PM #rwworkshop

kelleemoye
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ShellyMSims

8/3/2011

hale27storm

8/3/2011

wclodfelter

8/3/2011

bgail59

8/3/2011

9:42 PM I like to use short stories as common text sometimes...some came from textbook #rwworkshop
@bgail59 I used a combo last year. Textbook for minilesson then their own choice for ind. reading and
9:41 PM practice. #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter Would defining roles during workshop time help? Kids can see it's your job to confer
9:40 PM with them.

bgail59

8/3/2011

9:39 PM Or combo of textbook/ choice of text?

wclodfelter
hale27storm
bgail59

8/3/2011
8/3/2011
8/3/2011

My biggest prob is making time for conferencing. My kids seem to read better when I'm reading too.
9:39 PM #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @kelleemoye Hmm...Reading in the Middle? #rwworkshop
9:39 PM Choice is key, I think. Can they choose within the textbook?

9:46 PM @jennann516 I love using picture books! What are some good titles that you use? #rwworkshop
9:46 PM @hale27storm I really need to catch up on my Atwell reading! #rwworkshop
CRASH, BANG, BOOM and IF YOU GIVE A TEACHER A BOOK are great resources for using picture books
9:45 PM as models. #rwworkshop
9:45 PM @NerdgirlAZ #rwworkshop :)
@bgail59 @wclodfelter Common reading is a great place to model reading! Gradual Release of
9:44 PM Responsibility #rwworkshop
I will use picture books as common text for introducing concepts, model using my own novel, then
9:44 PM students will apply in own rdg. #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter I'm heading into year 31 and I'm still working on the management piece, too. Have to
9:43 PM refine it for each class. #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter Nice. Apply what we learned from common text to your individual reading. Higher level
9:43 PM of thinking.
@bgail59 Probably so. As a fairly new teacher I'm still working on the management piece. I feel more
9:42 PM confident this year. #rwworkshop
Could you alternate using the text and then they get to choose a novel - rotate as often as you can get
9:42 PM in? Love all your ideas! #rwworkshop

bgail59
ShellyMSims
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9:38 PM
9:38 PM

wclodfelter

8/3/2011

9:36 PM

ShellyMSims
kelleemoye

8/3/2011
8/3/2011

9:36 PM
9:36 PM

jennann516

8/3/2011

9:35 PM

donalynbooks

8/3/2011

9:35 PM

kelleemoye
hale27storm
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9:34 PM
9:34 PM

jennann516

8/3/2011

9:33 PM

kelleemoye
wclodfelter
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9:32 PM
9:31 PM

jennann516

8/3/2011

9:31 PM

jennann516
wclodfelter

8/3/2011
8/3/2011

9:30 PM
9:30 PM

ShellyMSims

8/3/2011

9:29 PM

wclodfelter

8/3/2011

ShellyMSims

8/3/2011

Thinking about ways to spotlight kids sharing books with kids. Displays (Dylan is reading -title- with
photo), then review. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Do students get to choose their own texts at any point? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I have a textbook that I have to use, its usually my model text. When I use our comp
program its a rotation #rwworkshop
I also read aloud snippets of books and encourage students to share quotes. Good jumping pt for
writing #rwworkshop
@hale27storm Which Atwell book are they in? #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter ... 3 letters/6 weeks. The letter will be their thoughts + disc. of strategy/element that
we've studied. #rwworkshop
RT @bgail59: Love Patrick Allen's Conferring. Tools for planning strategy studies, defining tchr/student
roles, record keeping. #rwworkshop
I'm worried about implementing rdg workshop w/ fidelity when I have to use a reading program & a
computer program in my classes #rwworkshop
I follow the Atwell literary letter guidelines #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter I learned about the Literary Letter at an Abydos Reading conf this summer. This is how I
plan to do mine... #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter @jennann516 We read THG in 8th grade reading, so I hope they can go see the movie.
#rwworkshop
@jennann516 What do you require in the Literary Letters? #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter I know...mine is right by our state testing as well. I'm hoping we can go a day other
grades are testing #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Yes! I've read all of Atwell's books, but @donalynbooks gave me the practical "this
makes sense" push. #rwworkshop
@jennann516 I like that idea! If I can pull off a field trip that close to FCAT... #rwworkshop
Then I realized that my conferring while they read was "assessment" and most valuable. Book Talks
integral

@jennann516 I try to pick bks at all levels to start. And several genres, my students tend to get stuck in
9:29 PM the "drama" books #rwworkshop
When I was in blck scheduling I always felt like I didn't have time to actually let them read, but that is
9:29 PM the most imp part! #rwworkshop

bgail59

8/3/2011

Love Patrick Allen's Conferring. Tools for planning strategy studies, defining tchr/student roles, record
9:28 PM keeping. #rwworkshop

jennann516

8/3/2011

9:28 PM I'll use conferencing and reading journals for monitoring as well as Literary Letters. #rwworkshop
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9:26 PM Love! RT @wclodfelter: @SummerHunter723 Strategies that Work is my favorite #rwworkshop
Sorry - that was Igniting a Passion for Reading!
9:26 PM http://www.stenhouse.com/shop/pc/viewprd.asp?idProduct=9180 #rwworkshop
@SummerHunter723 Penny Kittle's Write Beside Them is great for writing. In the Middle by Atwell
9:26 PM #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter Not sure about my booktalks either yet. My principal ordered some books for my room,
9:26 PM so waiting to see what I get. #rwworkshop
9:26 PM @SummerHunter723 Strategies that Work is my favorite #rwworkshop
@hale27storm Sorry! I teach 9th grade. Also, suggestions for honors level and inclusion level
9:25 PM classes... #rwworkshop
9:24 PM I monitor with conferences, mini-analyses for formative assessment #rwworkshop
9:24 PM I use a status of the class-type procedure

SummerHunter723 8/3/2011
hale27storm
8/3/2011
ShellyMSims
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hale27storm
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9:24 PM @SummerHunter723 What grade level do you teach #rwworkshop
I found many good ideas for reading workshop in Steven Layne's passion for reading - including
9:23 PM monitoring

9:23 PM I am interested in trying #rwworkshop Can you suggest some resources to help get me started?
@jennann516 I am going to use reading journals and conferences to "monitor" reading. Conferences
9:23 PM will be during reading time. #rwworkshop
@jennann516 haven't decided yet. Def Hunger Games, probably 1 from Urban Underground series.
9:22 PM Haven't gotten much further. #rwworkshop
9:20 PM How do you all plan to "monitor" students' reading? What will they do as they read? #rwworkshop
@hale27storm I'm teaching 2 periods of 90 minutes and 1 of 45 and I'm worried about the 45 as well...
9:20 PM I understand. #rwworkshop
I'm nervous because I'm teaching it in a 40 minute period this year. NOt sure how to start year
9:19 PM #rwworkshop

jennann516

8/3/2011

9:19 PM @wclodfelter What books are you booktalking to start off the year? #rwworkshop

wclodfelter
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9:18 PM @jennann516 I teach 9th as well. I love #rwworkshop. Definitely had success with it last year.
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9:18 PM @hale27storm This is my first year using reading workshop in the classroom. #rwworkshop
@hale27storm Last year was the first time I did it and it took about 3 weeks to really get going.A little
9:17 PM longer for conferences #rwworkshop
@jennann516 This is my first year trying reading workshop as well- that is how this chat got started :)
9:16 PM #rwworkshop
I teach 9th grade and will be using the #rwworkshop this year for the first time. I feel that I'll be able to
9:16 PM read more readers this way.
9:15 PM How long does it take you to establish workshop procedures #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter @hale27storm I am going to do book passes as I do genre studies as well as general
9:15 PM ones at the beginning of the yr #rwworkshop
@hale27storm No, I usually place a little bit of everything at each group and rotate bins around the
9:13 PM classroom. #rwworkshop
I am going to start my year w/ book passes & ways to get students excited about reading. Then, genre
9:13 PM studies ala @donalynbooks #rwworkshop
9:12 PM @hale27storm Launch?
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9:11 PM @wclodfelter Do you have themed book pass... #rwworkshop
9:08 PM How much time does it take for you to launch, @kellemoye? #rwworkshop
I start the year with a book pass and lots of book talks. Have to get the kids excited about your
9:07 PM classroom library 1st. #rwworkshop
Time for reading/writing workshop chat! Last chat before the school year starts, so let's talk about the
9:01 PM beginning of the year. #rwworkshop
8:55 PM Almost time! :) #rwworkshop
8:28 PM Ready for #rwworkshop chat tonight!
8:15 PM #rwworkshop chat in 45 minutes!!!
8:15 PM @kylefritze Just follow the hastag 9-10PM ET tonight :) #rwworkshop
7:48 PM @kelleemoye how do I join? #rwworkshop
Join us tonight at 9PM ET for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat to discuss the start of a
4:25 PM new school year. All welcome! Please RT
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RT @kelleemoye: Join us tonight at 9PM ET for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat to
4:10 PM discuss the start of a new school year. All welcome! Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Join us tonight at 9PM ET for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat to
1:58 PM discuss the start of a new school year. All welcome! Pls RT
Join us tonight at 9PM ET for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat to discuss the start of a
12:04 PM new school year. All welcome! Pls RT
Will be joining! RT @kelleemoye: Join tonight at 9PM ET for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
12:03 PM to discuss start of new school year.
Join us tonight at 9PM ET for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chart to discuss the start of a
11:41 AM new school year. All welcome! Pls RT
RT @kelleemoye: Oh my goodness- just realized that #rwworkshop chat is tonight (8/3) at 9pm ET!!!
9:40 AM Join us in discussing reading & writing workshop. :)
RT @kelleemoye: Oh my goodness- just realized that #rwworkshop chat is tonight (8/3) at 9pm ET!!!
7:16 AM Join us in discussing reading & writing workshop. :)
Oh my goodness- just realized that #rwworkshop chat is tonight (8/3) at 9pm ET!!! Join us in discussing
2:18 AM reading & writing workshop. :)

7/30/2011 10:30 AM A reading and writing workshop lesson plan using Freak the Mighty! #rwworkshop http://ow.ly/5PNMr

